
HOW TO

MAKE AN ORDER



Type our website link in your search engine.  eg. Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox
www.kadpo.com.my
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You will come to this page.2

1
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Click ‘Login’.3

3



3

Type in your username and password.4

4

You will come to this page.5



Let’s say you want to make a ‘Plastic Business Card’ order,
click ‘Plastic Business Card’.
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6

You will come to this page.7



Select your requirements.  eg. Quantity, Finishing8

Your price will be shown at the bottom.9
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Let’s say you don't know what is foil stamping,
you may click ‘see image’ located beside the foil stamping selection.
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A preview of foil stamping sample will pop up.11
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Now that you got your quotation, let’s say you want to log out from your
account. Click ‘Log Out’ to log out from your account.
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Click at the side of the page and you will be back at the order page.13

If you need a template for the plastic business card,
you may download it here.
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Once you have downloaded the template, unzip the zip folder.15

Once you have extracted your files, you will get two PDF files.
One landscape and one portrait template.
Choose the template that suits your design to prepare your artwork(s).
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This is how the template looks like.
The sample shown below is a landscape template.
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Back to ordering.
Once you have selected your requirements, it’s time to upload your files.
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Click ‘Select’ to upload your files.19
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This window will pop up.
Choose your file, click ‘open’.
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If you see     , it means your file is uploading.21
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If you see     , it means your file is successfully uploaded.22
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Once all your files have been uploaded,
you can list down your remark(s) if you have any,
if none, click ‘Order’.
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This window will pop up to notify you that your order has been added to
your shopping cart.
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Click ‘Cart’ and this window will pop up.25



You can check your order by clicking the  Ref.No.
Your order preview window will pop up.

blue underlined26

If you want to cancel your order, click to cancel.X 27
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If you want to approve your order, tick  ✓   the box beside your order Ref. No.28
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Pick    ‘Prepaid Payment’
            ‘Online Payment’ is making your payment using credit card
             (this privilege is still under construction)
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Choose your preferred courier service (City Link / Sky Net).30
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Click ‘Confirm’ and your order in ‘Shopping Cart’ will be sent to ‘Pending Job’. 31
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Your ‘Shopping Cart’ will be (0) and ‘Pending Job’ will be (1).32
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When your ‘Pending Job’ becomes (0), it means that our production team is
processing your order. 
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Click ‘Log Out’ to log out from your account.34
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